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Role of packing: 
tube-tube interaction
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oves w
ith respect to valence and conduction band!
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>
 possible influence on the photolum
inescence!
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boron nitride nanotubes  with defects: covering 
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 van der W
aals Solids 
Figure 4. (a) and (d) Plane integrated electronic density diﬀerence for a G|4 layers h-BN|G and for a h-BN| trilayer G|h-BN hetero 
stacked structure respectively. The position of the top and the bottom
 layer of each substrate is indicated by a vertical dashed 
lines. In (a) and (d) w
e keep fixed the AB (boron) stacking at the first G/h-BN and h-BN/G interface respectively and w
e change the 
stacking at the interface of the opposite side of the slab. (c) and (f) Netw
ork representation of the slab stacking. A consistent use 
of colors in the netw
ork representation and both to plot and label the curves has been chosen to guide the eye (black for the AA 
stacking, red for the AB (boron) stacking and blue for the AB (nitrogen) stacking). (b) and (e) Schem
atic representation of the 
electrostatic potential profile across the slab. 
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 van der W
aals Solids 
Interface interactions between dissimilar material: M
ix and M
atch
Photo induced charge injection in graphene by UV excitation of BN
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etal transition in 
boron nitride-graphene hybrid atom
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Conclusion:   The IM






ely, percolation through m
etallic 
graphene netw
orks and hopping conduction betw
een edge 
states on random
ly distributed insulating h-BN
 dom
ains.










T in h-BNC is “tem
perature-driven” w
hile in 2DES the 
transition is “density-driven”
Contrary to 2DES, in h- BNC doping w
ith either electrons or holes 
seem
s to suppress the m







doping. This is a novel and anom
alous behavior.
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Transport at the interface
Extracting charges
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T,   D
ispersion forces VdW
Charge Transfer excitations




ciency: Controlling position of the frontier orbitals 
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 gaps are independent of substrate and distance
 Sam
e result w
ith other functionals (G
G
A




 large variation across different surfaces
 G
W
 gap sensitive to atom
istic details   screening is very im
portant
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It is one of the first duties of a 
professor, for exam
ple, in any 
subject, to exaggerate a little both 
the im
portance of his subject and 
his ow
n im
portance in it 
G. H. Hardy (1940). A M
athem
atician's Apology. 
